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Let A be a Cohen]Macaulay local ring with an infinite residue field and let
I ; A be an ideal of height h ) 0. Supposing that depth ArI n is high enough for
certain values of n, we give in this paper necessary and sufficient conditions for the
 .form ring gr I to be Cohen]Macaulay with a-invariant yh or yh q 1. Q 1999A
Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Let A be a Cohen]Macaulay local ring of dimension d with an infinite
residue field and let I ; A be an ideal of positive height h and analytic
 . n nq1spread l. Let G denote the form ring gr I s [ I rI . It is anA ng N
important question in commutative algebra to find out when G is
Cohen]Macaulay. In recent years many authors have studied this question
in the case I is generically a complete intersection or has generically
reduction number one. Recall here that an ideal J ; I is said to be a
reduction of I if I nq1 s JI n for n 4 0 and that the reduction number
 .r I is the smallest integer n with this property. Starting from theJ
assumption that depth ArI n is high enough for certain values of n, they
have found sufficient condition for the Cohen]Macaulayness of G in
terms of local reduction numbers of I. For the latest development of
w x wthis research, initiated by Huckaba and Huneke in 10, 11 , see, e.g., 12,
x1, 2, 6 .
The purpose of this paper is to provide necessary and sufficient condi-
tions for the Cohen]Macaulayness of G in the above setting. At the same
time we want to point out how the depth of G depends on vanishing of
homogeneous components of the graded local cohomology with respect to
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the irrelevant ideal. When the ideal I is equimultiple, i.e., l s h, necessary
and sufficient conditions for the Cohen]Macaulayness of G has been
w xgiven by Valabrega and Valla 18 . This well-known result says that if
 .a , . . . , a is a minimal reduction of I, then G is Cohen]Macaulay if and1 l
 .  . nq2only if a , . . . , a is a regular sequence and a , . . . , a l I s1 l 1 l
 . nq1a , . . . , a I for all n G 0.1 l
We now describe the results of this paper more precisely. By the
theorem of Serre we know that the local cohomology with respect to the
irrelevant ideal vanishes in all high degrees. Supposing that this vanishing
happens in degrees ) a where a - 0, we show in our Theorem 2.3 that
if depth ArI n G d y q y n for some q G h y 1 and all n s 1, . . . , d y
 .q y 1, then depth G G min d y q y a , d . The proof of this result relies
on Lemma 2.1, which deals with vanishing properties of the sheaf coho-
mology with supports. By utilizing the theory of filter-regular sequences,
 4 nwe can then show in Corollary 2.5 that if q g h y 1, h and depth ArI
G d y q y n for n s 1, . . . , l y q, then G is Cohen]Macaulay with a-in-
 .variant yh or yh q 1 if and only if some and then also every minimal
reduction J ; I satisfies the conditions:
 .  41 There exists a generating set a , . . . , a of J such that1 l
 .  . iyq . iyq  . iyqy1 a a , . . . , a I : a l I s a , . . . , a I i s1 iy1 i 1 iy1
.1, . . . , l
 .  . iyq iyqq2  . iyqq1 b a , . . . , a I l I s a , . . . , a I i s q, . . . ,1 i 1 i
.l y 1 ;
 .  .2 r I F l y q.J
Finally, we explain in Remark 2.8 why the sufficient conditions given in
w x12, 1, 2, 6 imply the conditions of Corollary 2.5.
1. PRELIMINARIES
In the following we assume that all rings are Noetherian.
 .Let S be a standard graded ring defined over a local ring A, m . By the
word ``standard'' we mean here that S s [ S is finitely generatednng N
over S s A by elements of S . The irrelevant ideal of S is denoted by Sq0 1
as usual. Let M be the homogeneous maximal ideal of S. Let X s Proj S
Äand E s X = Arm. Let M be a graded S-module and let M denote theA
associated sheaf of O -modules. We need to compare the graded localX
cohomology with the sheaf cohomology with supports in E. Recall from
w x15 that this can be done by means of the Sancho de Salas sequence
i i i Ä??? ª H M ª H M ª H X , M n ª ??? . .  .  . .M m n En
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i iy1 Äw  .x   ..Note that if M s 0 for some n g Z, then H M s H X, M nn M n E
for all i G 0.
Let A ; S be a homogeneous ideal. Let i G 0. The ith a-in¨ariant of S
with respect to A is
ia A , S s sup n g Z H S / 0 . .  . 5i A n
Of course we think here mainly the case A s Sq or A s M. In the latter
 .  .case we call a M , S the a-in¨ariant of S and denote it by a S asdim S
usual.
In comparing the a-invariants with respect to Sq and M we need the
w xfollowing lemma, which is closely related to 15, Theorem 4.1 .
1.1. LEMMA. Let S be a standard graded ring defined o¨er a local ring
 .A, m . Let M be the homogeneous maximal ideal of S. Let X s Proj S and
E s X = Arm. Let M be a graded S-module. Let n g Z. Then theA
following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 . w i  .x1 H M s 0 for all i G 0;M n
i i Ä .  .   ..2 The canonical homomorphism H M ª H X, M n is an iso-m n E
morphism for all i G 0;
Ä .   ..3 The canonical homomorphism M ª G X, M n is an isomor-n
i Ä  ..phism and H X, M n s 0 for i ) 0;
 . w i  .xq4 H M s 0 for all i G 0.S n
 .  .Proof. The equivalence of 1 and 2 follows from the Sancho de Salas
sequence
i i i Ä??? ª H M ª H M ª H X , M n ª ??? .  .  . .M m n En
 .  .whereas the equivalence of 3 and 4 is immediate from the exact
sequence
0 1Äq q0 ª H M ª M ª G X , M n ª H M ª 0 .  .  . .S n Sn n
i iy1 Äw  .x   ..  .qand the isomorphisms H M s H X, M n i ) 1 . The proof canS n
now be completed by using the following lemma which is a modification of
w x15, Lemma 4.2 and can be proved in the same way.
1.2. LEMMA. With the notation of Lemma 1.1 the following conditions are
equi¨ alent for all n g Z.
0 Ä .  .   ..1 The canonical morphism R H M ª RG X, M n is an iso-m n E
morphism;
Ä .   ..2 The canonical morphism M ª RG X, M n is an isomorphism.n
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? ? ! Ä?Moreo¨er, if A has a normalized dualizing complex R , and R s f R whereX
f : X ª Spec A is the canonical projection is the induced dualizing complex
on X, then both conditions are equi¨ alent to
 .3 The canonical morphism
Ä ? Ä ?R Hom M n , R s R Hom RG X , M n , R .  . . .  .X X A
ª R Hom M , R ? .A n
is an isomorphism.
 w x.It is convenient to introduce the following invariant cf. 13 :
1.3. DEFINITION. Let S be a standard graded ring defined over a local
 .ring A, m . Set
qa S s max a S , S i s 0, . . . , l S . .  .  . 4i
 .Here l S s dim SrmS denotes the analytic spread of S. Note that we
i  .  .  wqalways have H S s 0 for i ) l S use, for example, 7, CorollaireS
 .x.4.2.2 .
1.4. PROPOSITION. Let S be a standard graded ring defined o¨er a local
 .  .  .  .  .ring A, m . Then a S F a S . If S is Cohen]Macaulay, then a S s a S .
 .  .Proof. The inequality a S F a S immediately follows from the spec-
tral sequence
p , q p q pqq
qE s H H S « H S , .  . .2 m S Mn n
where M is the homogeneous maximal ideal of S. If S is Cohen]Macaulay,
w i  .x  .then H S s 0 for all i G 0 and n ) a S . According to Lemma 1.1M n
w i  .x  .qthis means that also H S s 0 for all i G 0 and n ) a S . This impliesS n
 q .  .that a S , S F a S for all i G 0 as needed.i
1.5. Remark. Let S be a standard graded ring defined over a local ring
 .  . qA, m . If S is Cohen]Macaulay, then a S G yht S . When I ; A is an
 .ideal of positive height such that gr I is Cohen]Macaulay, this gives inA
  ..particular that a gr I G yht I.A
To see this, note first that by moving to the faithfully flat extension
w xA t where t is a variable, we can assume that the residue field of A ism Aw t x
q  .infinite. Set h s ht S and choose a regular sequence s , . . . , s ; S1 h 1
 w x.  .  .  .see 4, Proposition 1.5.12 . Set T s Sr s , . . . , s . As a T s a S q h1 h
 w x.  .see 19, Remark 5.1.21 , it is enough to show that a T G 0. Consider the
exact sequence
0 ª K ª T ª A ª 0.
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Since dim T s dim A, the corresponding long exact sequence of cohomol-
dim T  . dim A .ogy gives us an epimorphism H T ª H A where M is theM m
dim A .homogeneous maximal ideal of S. As H A / 0, we see that alsom
w dim T  .x  .H T / 0, which implies that a T G 0 as wanted.M 0
We next recall the notion of filter-regularity. Let z , . . . , z g S be1 r
 4 w xhomogeneous elements. Let t , . . . , t g Z j y`, ` . Following 3 we say1 r
 . w xthat the sequence z , . . . , z is t , . . . , t -regular if1 r 1 r
z , . . . , z : z s z , . . . , z .  .1 iy1 i 1 iy1n n
 .  .for n G t i s 1, . . . , r . The sequence z , . . . , z is called filter-regular ifi 1 r
w xit is t , . . . , t -regular for some t , . . . , t g Z. We denote1 r 1 r
D z , . . . , z s inf m g Z z , . . . , z : z .  .i 1 r 1 iy1 i n
s z , . . . , z for n G m 4 .1 iy1 n
w x  .for i s 1, . . . , r and call D , . . . , D the filter-regularity of z , . . . , z .1 r 1 r
 q .Filter-regularity is closely connected to the a-invariants a S , S .i
1.6. LEMMA. Let S be a standard graded ring defined o¨er a local ring
 .  . qA, m which has an infinite residue field. Set l s l S . Let Z ; S be a
minimal reduction generated by elements of degree one. Choose a filter-regular
 .sequence z , . . . , z consisting of degree one elements which generate Z1 l
 w x.  .  .see, e. g., 17, Lemma 3.1 . Then a S - t if and only if z , . . . , z is1 l
w x  q.t, t q 1, . . . , t q l y 1 -regular and r S - t q l.Z
w xProof. We know by 17, Proposition 2.2 that
max D z , . . . , z j s 1, . . . , i . 5j 1 l
qs max a S , S q j q 1 j s 0, . . . , i y 1 . 5j
for all i s 1, . . . , l. It follows by induction on i that the conditions
 q .  .  .  .a S , S - t j s 0, . . . , i y 1 and D z , . . . , z F t q j y 1 j s 1, . . . , ij j 1 l
are equivalent for all i s 1, . . . , l. So
qmax a S , S j s 0, . . . , l y 1 - t . 5j
 . w xif and only if z , . . . , z is t, t q 1, . . . , t q l y 1 -regular. If this is the1 l
w xcase, then by 17, Proposition 3.2
q q qa S , S q l F r S F max a S , S q j j s 0, . . . , l .  .  . 5l Z j
F max t q l y 1, a Sq, S q l 4 .l
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 q .  q.from which we see that a S , S - t if and only if r S - t q l. Thel Z
lemma has therefore been proven.
w xThe following lemma can be proved in the same way as 9, Lemma 2.12 .
 .1.7. LEMMA. Let A, m be a local ring and let I ; A be an ideal. Let
 . U 2 w  .xa , . . . , a be a minimal reduction of I and set a s a q I g gr I1 l i i A 1
 .  U U . w xi s 1, . . . , l . Let t F ??? F t . Then a , . . . , a is t , . . . , t -regular if1 l 1 l 1 l
and only if the following conditions are satisfied for i s 1, . . . , l and n G t :i
 .  . n . n  . ny11 a , . . . , a I : a l I s a , . . . , a I1 iy1 i 1 iy1
 .  . n nq2  . nq12 a , . . . , a I l I s a , . . . , a I .1 i 1 i
2. THE MAIN RESULT
We begin with two lemmas.
2.1. LEMMA. Let S be a standard graded ring defined o¨er a local ring
 .A, m which has an infinite residue field. Set X s Proj S and E s X =A
Arm. Let F be a coherent O -module. Suppose that there exists m g Z andX
i   .. i  p g N such that H X, F m y i s 0 for all i - p. Then H X, F n yE E
..i s 0 for all i - p and n F m.
Proof. We use induction on dim Supp F. In the case dim Supp F s y1
 .i.e., Supp F s B the claim is trivial. We can thus assume that F / 0.
ÄWrite F s M where M is a finitely generated graded S-module. By prime
avoidance we can find an element s g S such that s f P when P g Ass M1
q  .and S o P. Set Y s V s and G s j*F where j: Y ª X is the inclusion.q
Then dim Supp G F dim Supp F y 1 and there is for all n g Z an exact
sequence
0 ª F n y 1 ª F n ª j#G n ª 0. .  .  .
From the corresponding cohomology sequence we obtain the exact
sequence
H iy1 Y , G n . .E
ª H i X , F n y 1 ª H i X , F n ª H i Y , G n .  .  . .  .  .E E E
ª H iq1 X , F n y 1 . . .E
i   ..By taking n s m y i, this sequence first implies that H Y, G m y i s 0E
i for all i - p y 1. By the induction hypothesis we then have H Y,E
 ..G n y i s 0 for all i - p y 1 and n F m. Finally, using induction on n
i   ..and looking the sequence again we see that H X, F n y i s 0 for allE
i - p and n F m.
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w xThe next lemma is 14, Lemma 3.1 .
2.2. LEMMA. Let A be a local ring and let I ; A be an ideal of positi¨ e
 .height. Let M be the homogeneous maximal ideal of gr I . Set g sA
 .   ..   ..depth gr I . If g - depth A, then a M , gr I - a M , gr I .A g A gq1 A
We can now prove the following theorem which relates the invariant
  ..  .a gr I of Definition 1.3 to the depth of gr I .A A
 .2.3. THEOREM. Let A, m be a Cohen]Macaulay local ring of dimen-
 .sion d and let I ; A be an ideal of positi¨ e height. Set h s ht I, l s l I , and
  .. na s a gr I . Let q G h y 1. Suppose that depth ArI G d y q y n forA
 .  .n s 1, . . . , d y q y 1. If a - 0, then depth gr I G min d y q y a , d .A
w xProof. By moving to the faithfully flat extension A t where t is am Aw t x
variable, it is possible to assume that the residue field of A is infinite. Set
 .G s gr I and let M be the homogeneous maximal ideal of G. Also setA
X s Proj G and E s X = Arm.A
 q .Let us first show that depth G G d y q y a y 1. As a G , G F a fori
w i  .xqall i G 0, we know that H G s 0 for all i G 0 and n G a q 1.G n
w i  .xLemma 1.1 then implies that also H G s 0 for all i G 0 and n G aM n
w i  .xq 1. We therefore need to show that H G s 0 for 0 F i - d y q yM n
i   ..a y 1 and n F a . As a - 0, this is the same as H X, O n s 0 forE X
0 F i - d y q y a y 2 and n F a . By Lemma 2.1 it is enough to prove
i   ..that H X, O d y q y 2 y i s 0 for all i - d y q y a y 2. By LemmaE X
i   .. i  .1.1 we also have H X, O n s H G for all i G 0 and n G a q 1.E X m n
i   ..This immediately implies that H X, O d y q y 2 y i s 0 for d y q yE X
2 - i - d y q y a y 2. Suppose i F d y q y 2. By looking at the long
exact sequence of cohomology corresponding to the exact sequence
0 ª I nrI nq1 ª ArI nq1 ª ArI n ª 0,
we see that the assumption implies that depth I nrI nq1 G d y q y n y 1
for n s 0, . . . , d y q y 2. Hence depth G G i q 1, and we obtaindyqy2yi
i  .H G s 0 as needed.m dyqy2yi
Suppose then that we would have depth G s d y q y a y 1 - d. Ac-
 .  .cording to Lemma 2.2 this implies that a M , G - a M , Gdyqyay1 dyqya
F a so that
dyqyay2 dyqyay1H X , O a s H G s 0. .  . .E X M a
i   ..Hence H X, O d y q y 2 y i s 0 for all i F d y q y a y 2. But itE X
then follows from Lemma 2.1 that
dyqyay1 dyqyay2H G s H X , O n s 0 .  . .M E Xn
for all n F a , which is a contradiction.
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We are now going to give necessary and sufficient conditions for the
 .Cohen]Macaulayness of gr I . To this purpose we need the followingA
technical lemma.
2.4. LEMMA. Let A be a Cohen]Macaulay local ring of dimension d and
 .let I ; A be an ideal. Let J s a , . . . , a be a minimal reduction of I with1 l
 .reduction number r F l. Set J s a , . . . , a for i s 0, . . . , l. Let q be ani 1 i
 n . n ny1integer with 0 F q F l y r. Suppose that J I : a l I s J I foriy1 i iy1
i s 1, . . . , l and n G i y q. If depth ArI n G d y q y n for n s 1, . . . , l y q,
then depth ArI n G d y q y n q 1 for all n s l y q q 1, . . . , d y q.
Proof. As I n s J I ny1 for n G l y q q 1, we can prove the claim byl
showing that depth ArJ I n G d y q y n for all i s 1, . . . , l and n G i y q.i
Assume the contrary. Take the smallest n giving a counterexample. For
this n, choose i to be minimal. Consider the exact sequences
0 ª I nrJ I ny1 ª ArJ I ny1 ª ArI n ª 0iy1 iy1
and
0 ª J I nrJ I n ª ArJ I n ª ArJ I n ª 0.i iy1 iy1 i
 n . n ny1The assumption J I : a l I s J I for n G i y q implies thatiy1 i iy1
?ain n n n ny1the epimorphism I ª J I rJ I induces an isomorphism I rJ Ii iy1 iy1
( J I nrJ I n. When i s 1, the above sequences imply that depth ArJ I ni iy1 1
s depth ArI n. But for n F l y q, we have depth ArI n G d y q y n by
assumption. Moreover, in the case n G l y q q 1 our choice of n would
give depth ArI n s depth ArJ I ny1 G d y q y n q 1. This means thatl
necessarily i ) 1. By the choice of n and i we now have depth ArJ I ny1iy1
G d y q y n q 1 and depth ArJ I n G d y q y n. As also depth ArI niy1
s depth ArJ I n G d y q y n, it thus follows from the above exact se-1
quences that depth ArJ I n G d y q y n, which is a contradiction. Thei
claim has thus been proven.
 .2.5. COROLLARY. Let A, m be a Cohen]Macaulay local ring of dimen-
sion d with an infinite residue field and let I ; A be an ideal of positi¨ e height.
 .  4 nSet h s ht I and l s l I . Let q g h y 1, h . Suppose that depth ArI G
 .d y q y n for n s 1, . . . , l y q. Then gr I is Cohen]Macaulay withA
  ..  .a gr I F yq if and only if some and then also e¨ery minimal reductionA
J ; I satisfies the conditions
 .  41 There exists a generating set a , . . . , a of J such that1 l
 .  . iyq . iyq  . iyqy1 a a , . . . , a I : a l I s a , . . . , a I i s1 iy1 i 1 iy1
.1, . . . , l
 .  . iyq iyqq2  . iyqq1 b a , . . . , a I l I s a , . . . , a I i s q, . . . ,1 i 1 i
.l y 1 ;
 .  .2 r I F l y q.J
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 .  .Proof. Let us first show that if 2 holds, then 1 is equivalent to
 .  419 There exists a generating set a , . . . , a of J such that1 l
 .  . n . n  . ny1a9 a , . . . , a I : a l I s a , . . . , a I1 iy1 i 1 iy1
 .  . n nq2  . nq1b9 a , . . . , a I l I s a , . . . , a I1 i 1 i
for all i s 1, . . . , l and n G i y q.
 .  .It is enough to prove that 1 implies 19 . We use induction on n y i.
 .When n s i y q, everything is clear by assumption. Note that b9 holds in
 .this case trivially for i s l because of 2 . Suppose thus that n ) i y q.
 .Consider first condition a9 . The induction hypothesis now says that
a , . . . , a I ny1 : a l I ny1 s a , . . . , a I ny2 .  . .1 iy1 i 1 iy1
and
a , . . . , a I ny2 l I n s a , . . . , a I ny1. .  .1 iy1 1 iy1
Therefore
a , . . . , a I n : a l I n ; a , . . . , a I ny1 : a l I n .  . .  .1 iy1 i 1 iy1 i
s a , . . . , a I ny1 .1 iy1
 .  .  . nimplying a9 . In order to prove condition b9 take x g a , . . . , a I l1 i
I nq2. As
a , . . . , a I n l I nq2 ; a , . . . , a I n l I nq2 s a , . . . , a I nq1 .  .  .1 i 1 iq1 1 iq1
by the induction hypothesis, we can write x s l a q ??? ql a q l a1 1 i i iq1 iq1
where l , . . . , l , l g I nq1. But by using the induction hypothesis again,1 i iq1
we get
l g a , . . . , a I n : a l I nq1 s a , . . . , a I ny1 l I nq1 .  . .iq1 1 i iq1 1 i
s a , . . . , a I n . .1 i
 . nq1  .Hence x g a , . . . , a I , which proves b9 .1 i
 . 2Set G s gr I , and a* s a q I g G for a g I as usual. It is wellA 1
known that if J ; I is any minimal reduction, then it is always possible to
 U U .find generators a , . . . , a g J such that the sequence a , . . . , a is filter-1 l 1 l
 w x.  .regular see 17, Lemma 3.1 . By Lemma 1.7 condition 19 means that
 U U . w xa , . . . , a is yq q 1, . . . , yq q l -regular. According to Lemma 1.61 l
 .  .  .conditions 1 and 2 are then equivalent to a G F yq. In the case G is
 .  .Cohen]Macaulay we know by Proposition 1.4 that a G s a G . It there-
 .fore remains to show that a G F yq implies the Cohen]Macaulayness
of G. Note that by Lemma 2.4 we obtain depth ArI n G d y q y n for all
n s 1, . . . , d y q y 1. Thus we may apply Theorem 2.3 to get the claim.
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w x2.6. Remark. Fiorentini has defined in 5 the notion of a relative
regular sequence: Let A be a ring, M an A-module, and N ; M a
 .submodule. If a , . . . , a g A, a , . . . , a is said to be a relative M-regular1 r 1 r
 .sequence with respect to N if x g N and a x g a , . . . , a N impliesi 1 iy1
 .  . .x g a , . . . , a M for i s 1, . . . , r. We thus see that condition 19 a9 in1 iy1
 . ny1the proof of Corollary 2.5 means that a , . . . , a is a relative I -regular1 i
sequence with respect to I n for i s 1, . . . , l and n G i y q.
 .2.7. Remark. In the situation of Corollary 2.5 we always have r I F 1p
for all p g Min ArI such that ht p s h. Indeed, by using the fact that
  ..the a-invariant does not increase by localization, we get a gr I FA ppw x  .yh q 1 for all p g Min ArI. But then by 17, Proposition 3.2 , r I sp
  ..a gr I q h F 1.A pp
w x2.8. Remark. Goto et al. have given in 6, Theorem 1.1 sufficient
 .conditions for the Cohen]Macaulay property of gr I . This result coversA
all the earlier results mentioned in the introduction. In this remark we
want to explain why these conditions imply those of Corollary 2.5.
 .As before, let A, m be a Cohen]Macaulay local ring of dimension d
with an infinite residue field and let I ; A be an ideal of positive height.
 .Set h s ht I and l s l I . Let J ; I be a minimal reduction. Given a
 4  .generating set a , . . . , a of J, set J s a , . . . , a . It is possible to choose1 l i 1 i
w xa , . . . , a in such a way that the following conditions hold 6, Lemma 2.1 :1 l
 .  .1 J is a reduction of I for any p g V I and i s ht p F l;ip p
 .  .2 a f p if p g Ass ArJ R V I for any 1 F i F l.i iy1
Set
r s max r I p g V I , ht p s i i s 1, . . . , l . .  . . 5i J pip
Let 0 F r F l y h q 1. The result of Goto et al. now says that if the
conditions
 . n1 depth ArI G d y l q r y n for 1 F n F r ;
 .  42 r F max 0, i y l q r for all h F i - l;i
 .3 ArJ : I is Cohen]Macaulay for h F i F l y r y 1;i
 .  .4 r I F rJ
 .are satisfied, then gr I is Cohen]Macaulay.A
w x  .  .It is shown in 6, Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 3.3 that conditions 1 ] 4
nq2 nq1  . n ny1imply J l I s J I and J : a l I s J I for i s 1, . . . , li i iy1 i iy1
and n G i y l q r. Therefore also the conditions of Corollary 2.5 hold for
q s l y r.
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